Kaohsiung Medical University
Guidelines for The Presidential Award

Article 1 Purpose
The Guidelines are formulated to award KMU students with outstanding academic merit.

Article 2 Eligibility
Candidates must have conduct score equivalent to 82 points or above, and without any academic records lower than 60 among all courses taken in the previous semester. The number of credits gained shall meet the minimum credits requirement stipulated in Article 9 of (KMU) Guidelines on Course Selection of Students.

Article 3 Source of Funds
The source of funds are subsidized pursuant to Guidelines for University Student Subsidy.

Article 4 Criteria for Reward and Priority
Eligible candidates will be prioritized pursuant to their academic standing. Candidates with equivalent academic standing will be prioritized by their grades of conduct. Two candidates with equivalent academic standing and grades of conduct shall both be granted with reward and not subject to the limits.

Article 5 Candidates who receive other fellowships and scholarships are not eligible for this award.

Article 6 1. The number of enrolled students for each class or department is less than 60, the awards may go to the top 3 prioritized students. (pursuant to the registrar office’s statistics in the precedent semester). Candidates with the first place shall be awarded TWD 10,000; candidates with the second place shall be awarded TWD 5,000; candidates with the third place shall be awarded TWD 3,000.
2. The number of enrolled students ranges from 61 to 120, the awards may go to
the top 6 prioritized students. The first two prioritized student shall be rewarded with TWD10,000; the second prioritized students shall be rewarded with TWD 5,000; the third prioritized students shall be rewarded with TWD 3,000.

3. The number of enrollment surpass 121 included, the awards may fall to nine student. Candidates prioritized as the top three will respectively receive TWD 10,000, the second prioritized group of another three candidates will receive TWD 5,000 and the third prioritized group of the other three candidates will receive TWD 3,000.

4. The aforementioned candidates receiving grants of 10,000 shall be in favor to have the offer of honored Remedial Tutors from KMU. On condition that the candidates holding first place forsake the offer, the vacancy will be filled in accordance to prioritized order.

5. On conditions of vacancy in position of honored remedial tutors, the vacancy shall be filled in accordance with the prioritized order of the first three candidates. The remedial amount shall be no more than 10,000, which be implemented pursuant to the (KMU) Guidelines on Remedial Tutors.

Article 7 Procedure for Review

The candidate’s application collected by Office of Academic Affairs shall be reviewed by Office of Student Affairs and sent for approval by the president.

Article 8

The guidelines are passed by Student Affairs Committee. On approval by the president, the Guidelines shall be implemented on the announcement day and shall apply to any amendments.